DATA-DRIVEN PRINT
COMMUNICATIONS

Make it personal.
LET YOUR DATA DRIVE HIGHRETURN

RESULTS.

AGS puts you at the forefront of personalized customer
communications driven by the latest technologies.
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AGS uses state-of-the-art technology and 37 years
of data-to-pages knowledge to bring the power of
high-volume, personalized communications to life. Our
secure, data-driven workﬂow transforms your data into
materials that produce attention-getting results.
Drive your business and reach your goals using printed
materials tailored to the individuals you want to reach.
From bound books to direct mail to personalized kits,
ﬁnished products can include:
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UNIQUE DIGITAL PRINT AND
FINISHING CAPABILITIES
AGS’s high-speed digital print production center turns
data into highly personalized printed pieces. AGS
has devoted considerable resources to optimizing
digital print production, speciﬁcally applying data
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team focuses on your unique workﬂow, creating a
customized process that meets your objectives, and
maintains the security of your data.

State-of-the-art equipment and systems ensure
error-free completion and delivery.
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consumer data
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individual, classroom, school or district
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and investment portfolios
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PROGRAMMING
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group manages variable data, workﬂow automation,
ADF solutions and data processing. The team’s
programming languages and data skills include:
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ZERO-ERROR VIVA SYSTEM
The Vision Integrity Veriﬁcation Automation (VIVA)
security system secures the ﬁnishing and kitting of
data-driven projects produced at AGS. VIVA audit tools
tie each page back to its corresponding piece of data
to guarantee the one-to-one relationship between data
and the recipient down to the page level.
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ﬁnishing process ensure full-scale package integrity,
page integrity and job reporting. Through the VIVA
system, a master secured database references the
job log and updates it with every movement through
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error tracking functions and generates secure ﬁles to
complete job production and provide a zero-error rate.
Yes, zero-error.
With real-time reporting, you have the ability to stay on
top of the status of your data-driven project at all times.

DIGITAL INK JET WEB
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produces in hours what it used to take days - and
sometimes even weeks - to print. This new technology
delivers on the promise of cost-effective digital color
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in customized versioning and combined with AGS’s
advanced workﬂow, provides highly personalized
communications in an efﬁcient, secure environment.
This press drastically reduces production schedules and
allows for unmatched timelines for highly personalized
printing.

“Investment in verification
automation allows us to
guarantee the one-to-one
relationship between the
data and each printed piece
going in the mail. The system
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integrity and the security
of sensitive personal
information.”
- Alan Flint, AGS Vice President
of Sales & Marketing

FINISHING
One of the ﬁrst production stitchliners that runs at
speeds of up to 450 feet per minute, the Horizon
Stitchliner 6000 allows AGS to serve all volume
segments of the retail, healthcare and ﬁnancial printing
markets by enabling booklet production from the
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capability of up to 6,000 books per hour. The
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perforates forms based on a two-dimensional bar code.
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System includes a high-speed sheet feeder, two
booklet feeders and side feeders for business reply
envelopes, further complementing the speed of our
robust variable data production environment. The VIVA
security system ensures accuracy and provides realtime reporting.
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Access data on your
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REPORTING
We recognize and embrace the need for reports to
verify the integrity of data-driven projects. The VIVA
system logs every touch point of the project and tracks
it in a job-level database. Reports are available via a
regularly scheduled data feed and online. Since all data
is logged, custom reports or data feeds can be set up
to accommodate your reporting needs.
A job summary report includes:

Job Report
Customer:

6DPSOH&XVWRPHU

Report Date:

6/6/2013 8:50:47 AM

System:

$*6

Job:

6DPSOH%RRNOHWSGI

Current Job Status:

Job Unloaded

Production Counts:

Good

Bad

Scrap

Total

Max Pieces / Minute

69715



0

73350

90.0

Error / Event Summary
Name

Record Count

No reading received
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Pieces Per Event
22.7

1 Error

69715.0

Feature Used

16 Event

4357.2

Job Loaded

7 Event

9959.3

Job Unloaded

7 Event

9959.3

Error / Event List
Record Date
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Type

3073 Error

Device Error

Title

Operator Name

Event Text

6/3/2013 2:02:50 PM Job Loaded

DefaultUser

6/3/2013 2:06:52 PM Feature Used

DefaultUser

6/3/2013 2:06:53 PM Job Unloaded

DefaultUser

6/3/2013 2:07:32 PM Job Loaded

DefaultUser

6/3/2013 2:07:48 PM Feature Used

DefaultUser

6/3/2013 2:08:05 PM Job Unloaded

DefaultUser

6/3/2013 2:08:39 PM Job Loaded

DefaultUser

6/3/2013 2:11:38 PM No reading
received

DefaultUser

Reading 2D Saddle was invalid.

6/3/2013 2:11:39 PM No reading
received

DefaultUser

Reading 2D Saddle was invalid.

Job Report

System Name: AGS-6000

Customer6DPSOH&XVWRPHU

Job: 6DPSOH

System.ModifyConfiguration

Run.Delete

Page: 1

SECURITY

STORAGE & FULFILLMENT
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number of security measures to ensure your data
remains conﬁdential.

To complement our advanced digital print capabilities
AGS offers complete storage, inventory and fulﬁllment
services including:

Secure building requiring key card access and
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literature

Restricted area for data-driven digital printing and
ﬁnishing, limited to speciﬁc, trained personnel.
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Vision Integrity Veriﬁcation Automation (VIVA)
system uses cameras and data logging to provide
fullscale package integrity, page integrity and job
reporting at all critical stages of ﬁnishing, ties into a
master secured database and updates a job log with
every movement through production.
Secure ﬁle transfer protocol (SFTP) site, accessible
and editable only by approved personnel in the
restricted areas.
Fully secured data at the network and workstation
level, maintaining integrity and preventing
unauthorized access.
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Level 4-compliant data center incorporates advanced
high-density servers, storage and networking systems
to power cloud computing solutions at the highest
security and disaster relief standards.
Secure destruction of records and printed materials
upon conclusion of a project.
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WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED
DIGITAL FOOTPRINT
Offering
unmatched
Offeringredundancy
redundancyofofsystems,
systems,
unmatched
}i}À>«
V>Ê«ÀÝÌÞ]Ê>`ÊvÕÞÊÃV>>LiÊÃÕÌÃÊvÀÊ
geographical
proximity, and fully scalable
solutions for your printing needs.
your printing needs.
AGS
is a member of RR
a global VÃÊ 8®Ê
-ÊÃÊiLiÀÊvÊÌ
iÊ Donnelley,
Ã`>Ìi`ÊÀ>«
provider
integrated integrating
communications.
family ofof
companies,
production control
With manufacturing operations in North America,
seamlessly
across
facilities
Latin America,
Asia70
and
Europe,internationally.
RR Donnelley With
V>ÌÃÊÊÀÊ«ÀÝ>ÌiÊÌÊiÛiÀÞÊ>ÀÊ1°-°Ê>ÀiÌ]Ê
provides the responsiveness of a local printer
>ÃÊÜiÊ>ÃÊ
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iÊ
enhanced by>>`>]Ê
the economic,
geographic 8Ê«ÀÛ`iÃÊÌ
and
service
and
responsiveness
of
a
local
printer
enhanced
technological advantages of a world-class
organization.
by the economic, geographic and technological
advantages of a world-class organization.
A single-source provider of end-to-end solutions,
RR Donnelley’s advanced digital footprint helps
With state-of-the-art digital printing services,
reduce costs, increase responsiveness and deliver
the
nation’s
largest
and most technologically
the best
overall
value.
advanced sheet-fed printing capability, a sizeable
and strategically important web printing capability
including specialty inline direct mail applications
and a rapidly growing number of fulﬁllment centers
and proprietary web-based technology solutions,
8ÊvviÀÃÊ>ÊÕ>ÌV i`Ê}i}À>« VÊvÌ«ÀÌÊ>`Ê
unparalleled capabilities.

DISASTER RECOVERY
In the
the event
event of
ofof power to
In
of aa catastrophe
catastrophesuch
suchasaslack
lack
power
to
AGS’s
facility,
fire,
tornado
or
other
AGS’s facility, ﬁre, tornado or other natural disasters,
natural disasters, AGS
is backed by redundant
-ÊÃÊL>Vi`ÊLÞÊ
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systems. Multiple locations within the
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RR Donnelley family of companies will allow us
us
transition
work
securely
to another
facility
to to
transition
work
securely
to another
facility
to to
complete
project.
complete your project.
Our national data center is certiﬁed as a Level 4 site. All
Our national data center is certified as a Level 4
systems
are clustered
and highly
available, including
site. All systems
are clustered
and highly
available,
including
geographically
diverse
geographically diverse network connections
to the
network
connections
to
the
data
center.
data center. Typically, downtime wouldTypically,
be minimal.
downtime would be minimal. Clients would be
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kept in contact by system owners with estimated
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times
on when to expect a return
to functionality.
functionality.
AGS’s trained personnel follow a pre-determined
AGS’s
trained
personnel
follow
a pre-determined
process
to notify
you of the
situation
and ensure
process
to notify you
of theto
situation
and in
ensure
smooth production
through
completion
the
event
of
any
disaster.
smooth production through to completion in the event
of any disaster.
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advanced digital footprint helps reduce costs, increase
response and deliver the best overall value.
“I can now source a huge variety of print items with
one phone call. We get the same products as in the
prior years at a significan savings, and we save on
shipping as well. You perform miracles for me each
and every day!”
- Print Production Manager,
national entertainment company
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